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Anatomical Characteristics of the Formation of Crown Root 
Primordia in Unelongated Stems of Wheat
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Abstract:  Anatomical observations were conducted to clarify some characteristics of the 
crown root primordia (CRP) formation in wheat stems. Unelongated portions of main stems 
were sampled from the plant at 3.2 and 7.2 plant age in leaf number, which were adopted 
as indexes because of the similarity to rice plants. Then, serial cross sections were made to 
investigate the position of CRP in the unelongated stem taking into consideration the running 
of vascular bundles in the stem. CRP were formed just outside tissues of the peripheral 
cylinder of longitudinal vascular bundles. The positions of CRP were not successive along 
the stem axis. They showed no definite relation to the running of vascular bundles. 
Diameters of CRP at the upper portion of the stems were larger than those at the lower 
portion. The positions of CRP along the stem axis were not distinguishable into nodal and 
internodal position. CRP and emerged CRs were not classified by the well-known ‘nodal 
root’ or ‘shoot unit root’, or the ‘unit’, which have been applied recently to rice plants. 
Further studies are necessary to clarify the factors controlling CRP formation anatomically 
and quantitatively.
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